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Abstract— Copper Oxide (CuO) thin films was
prepared by thermal evaporation using Oxidation
thermal at different thickness (100-150-200)nm,
the structural properties examination by (XRD)
reveals that this films have polycrystalline nature
with monoclinic structure [1],the optical energy
gap is to be found (2.1-2.35-2.4)eV for thickness
(100-150-200)nm respectively in a previous
research it is[1], the concentration and the
mobility of carriers is calculated from Hall effect
measurement , the activation energy is be found
from the value of slope from plots of the variation
in conductivity versus1000/T, these films
applicated on gas sensor by studies relation the
variation between the sensitivity and the time,
Finally we conclude The (CuO) films at (200nm)
showed slightly best sensitivity for gases than
others films at (100,150nm) but it is not optimal,
the aim of this studies utilization CuO thin films at
low thickness in sensing (CO,CO2) gases.
Keywords— Sensitivity, Conductivity,
effect, Mobility, concentration.

Hall

sensing

application

[5],

superconducting

devices[2,4], catalytic application [2], photovoltaic
and electronic device fabrication[3]), In this paper
we used CuO as gas sensor, the working principle
of metal- oxide semiconductors based on change in
resistance of gas-sensing materials result from
changing in concentration of chemisorbed oxygen
on surface gas sensor materials [6], depending on
type of materials and gases ,for example reducing
gases lead to increase of the conductivity for n-type
semiconductors and a decrease for p-type materials
respectively, whereas the effect of oxidizing gases
is vice versa [6],Typically, chemical sensors

INTRODUCTION

consist of two main parts, a receptor and a

Copper Oxide is naturally a p-type Semiconductors

transducer ,the receptor transforms chemical

with a band gap in the visible or near infrared

information into a form of energy, which can be

regions[2], have been studied for several season

measured by the transducer, the transducer

such as , natural abundant of starting materials

converts this energy into a useful typically

Copper [3], Nontoxic nature, [1,2,4],economic and

electrical, analytical signal [7], the improvement

cheap[1,4],good

optical

in performance of Copper Oxide for gas sensing by

properties[2], the easiness of production by copper

electron, Doping, annealing, Ultraviolet, plasma

oxidation, there are two Crystalline forms of

and irradiation[8] because this ways modified

copper

or

surface structure and the gas sensing properties are

cuprite(cubic 𝐶𝑢2 𝑂 ) and cupric oxide or tenorite

related to surface structure since this gases are

(Monoclinic 𝐶𝑢𝑂) [ 2,3], Both (𝐶𝑢𝑂) monoclinic

react (adsorb) with surface[8],the gas sensing

and (𝐶𝑢2 𝑂) curbic are p-type conductivity with a

properties of these metal oxide semiconductors are

band gap of (1.3-2.1)eV[1] and (2.1-2.6)eV

influenced by many factors like the operation

respectively [3,4], CuO thin films could be used in

temperature,

(Solar cells, photo sensor, Lithium – copper Oxide

composition [9] ,there are several method to

oxides,

electrical

cuprous

and

oxide

morphology

and

chemical

electrochemical cells, photo thermal and gas
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preparation thin films some these deposition

thickness (100-150-200)nm at RT, Thirdly we put

techniques (Thermal evaporation, sol-gel, pulsed

this substrate in Furnace type (Vectoreen) to get

laser deposition, spray pyrolysis)[1],(spin coating,

Copper Oxide thin films at (523K) for one hour

dip coating) [ 10], SILAR [3,10], there are various

with exist air at rate flow (1.5)liter/sec, Fourthly

types of metal Oxides used as sensing materials

we made masks, put on this films in order to

such as (NiO, ZnO, SnO2 ,TiO2, WO3, In2O3,

become ready to deposit Aluminum pure metal at

Fe2O3, and Y2O3)[11], Recently, CuO is used to

RT by using thermal evaporation technique in high

enhance the gas sensor response more than the

vacuum system using Edward coating unit model

others

like

(E306) with Tungsten boat, the distance between

(CO2)gas

substrate and boat was about (9cm) to made

Detection have been used and studied mixed oxide

electrodes to measurement (D.C)conductivity, hall

composites like as (BaTiO3 -CuO)by several

effect and gas sensing properties, We put this films

research as in [12],as well the spinel oxides used to

on (glass &Silicon) substrate in system gas sensing

detection the gases such as (𝐶𝑙2 , 𝐻2 , 𝑁𝐻3 ) but

, this system is consist from a homemade gas test

never ,one of these oxides (spinel ferrite) used for

chamber

carbon dioxide detection [12], In this paper, We

represented in rotary pump used to discharge this

studied the variation of thickness on the electrical

chamber from gas by a valve made from stainless

and gas sensing properties of (CuO)thin films to be

steel behind this chamber is considered outlet gas

used in fabricating gas sensor.

from the chamber, the Chemical reaction to

Experimental:

produce gas was occurred in canister made from

common

metal

(𝑍𝑛𝑂, 𝑆𝑛𝑂2 )[11],With

Firstly after cut

regard

Oxides
to

connected

with

Vacuum

system

and cleaned the slides with

glass connected with plastic tube into system by

distilled water and alcohol in an ultrasonic cleaner

another valve is located on nozzle this canister

for 15 min, before it we measured the thickness of

used to control the flow rate of gas ,the sensing

this film by using gravimetric method, we recorded

process occurred under (500Mbar) at (25℃).

the mass of glass slides before and after deposition,

We used two gases prepared by the Chemical

we can calculate the thickness by using the mass

reaction such as (𝐶𝑂, 𝐶𝑂2 )

law[13]

1-𝐶𝑂 𝑔𝑎𝑠 ∶

∆𝑚
𝑡=
… … … (1)
𝜌𝐴

We used (20Mlitter)from Formic acid (HCOOH)

Where

ρ:

is

the

mass

density

of

the

material(6.31g/cm3), A is the film area on substrate
in cm2.

with (20Mlitter)from sulfuric acid (𝐻2 𝑆𝑂4 ) diluted
30% in Distilled water with heating(70℃) to
produce 𝐶𝑂 𝑔𝑎𝑠
𝐻2 𝑆𝑂4

Secondly we measured deposited the metal Copper

𝐻𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 →

on glass and silicon(n-type) substrate by thermal

2-𝐶𝑂2 𝑔𝑎𝑠 ∶

𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2 𝑂

evaporation technique in high vacuum system with
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We used (40Mlitter) from sulfuric acid (𝐻2 𝑆𝑂4 )
and (2𝑔𝑚)from Calcium Carbonate(𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 ) to
produce 𝐶𝑂2 gas and Calcium sulphate dissolved
in water.

2-The
electrical
measurement:

The electrical conductivity measurement by study
the variation of resistivity with Temperature, we
notes

𝐻2 𝑆𝑂4 + 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 → 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4 + 𝐻2 𝑂

Conductivity

decrease

resistivity

with

increasing

temperature, and the Conductivity increased with

Results And Discussion:
1- Hall effect:

the increase

We used the Hall effect measurement system

activation energy at low and high temperature that

(HMS-3000) equipped from

confirmed

Ecopia, two

thickness of films, there are two

the

Polycrystalline

structure

,The

electrodes of films connected with insulted copper

activation energy (𝐸𝑎 ) is calculated from the slope

wires and the ends of these wires connected with

of a curve lnσ versa (1000/T).we found CuO films,

D.C power supply type Tandem, they are

Tabel.2 the values of the activation energy for

connected in series with an Ammeter type Kithley-

(CuO) Thin films at different thickness.

616 Digital Electrometer, while the other two

Thickness(nm)

electrodes are connected with copper wires to

100
150
200

voltmeter type Kithley -177Micro Voh Dmm [14]
,we notes that when increasing the thickness the
concentration of carriers increase and the mobility
of the carriers decrease.

films at different thickness.
The Conductivity
Thickness(nm)
*10-4 (Ω.Cm)-1
100
150
200

96.86
110.62
211.48

8.00E+12

8000

6.00E+12

6000

4.00E+12

4000

2.00E+12

2000

0.00E+00

Mobility(Cm2/ V.S)

mobility 10000

Concentratiom(Cm-3)

n

𝐸𝑎2 𝑒𝑉 at
(50-100)℃
0.0656
0.0462
0.0492

Tabel.3 the values of Conductivity for (CuO) Thin

Table.1 The variation of concentration and
mobility of carriers with variation of thickness.
Concentration
Mobility
thickness (nm)
-3
(cm )
(cm2/V.s)
100
3.778*1011
8320
12
150
1.243*10
1816
200
8.358*1012
205.3
1.00E+13

𝐸𝑎1 𝑒𝑉 at
(100-150)℃
0.1725
0.7676
0.5175

0

0

200
400
Thickness(nm)

Figure.1 The Hall effect
thickness(100-150-200)nm.

measurement

for
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Figure.(2-a,b,c) The electrical conductivity (Lnσ)

Figure.(3- a, b, c) The electrical resistivity as a

as a function of Temperature (1000/T)K for CuO

function of Temperature (1000/T)K for CuO thin

thin films at (100-150-200)nm respectively.

films at (100-150-200)nm respectively.
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3- The gas sensing properties:
Gas Sensitivity Measurements.
The gas response ,sensitivity and selectivity of
Oxide semiconductors depended on various factors
such as (the dimensions, morphologies of the oxide

Sensitivity %

20

nanostructures, composition of sensing material,

(a)

15

gas on

5
0
0

100

or accumulation near the surface)[15], the gas
0.12

increase when exposure to reducing gas(𝐶𝑂), and

Sensitivity %

sensitivity of these films were measured from

observed that the resistance of CuO thin films
decreasing when exposure to oxidizing gas(𝐶𝑂2 ).

0.1

solid

electrolyte

gas

(b)

0.06
0.04

gas on

0.02
0

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
Time (Sec)

50

saturation
(c)

40

Sensitivity %

𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑠 − 𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑟
│ × 100% … … (6)
𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑠 : the resistance of (CuO)thin film after
exposure to gas.
𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑟 : the resistance of (CuO)thin film in air.
It was observed that the thin film at thickness

gas
off

10
0
0

we noted the films have very week and negligible
sensitivity at (150nm) for (𝐶𝑂, 𝐶𝑂2 ) respectively
,while the (CuO) films at (200nm) it showed

100

0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.01
0

(d)
gas on

Sensitivity %

for(𝐶𝑂) gas and non-sensitivity for gas (𝐶𝑂2 ),also

gas on

20

(100nm),it showed slowly and negligible sensing

slightly improvement in sensing for gas (𝐶𝑂, 𝐶𝑂2 ),

0

So, in this case it was adopted that the optimizing
(CuO) films for sensing gas at (200nm).

saturation

30

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 = │

500

0

combustion gas sensor,(c) semiconductor gas

the equation.

400

gas
off

sensor,(b)catalytic

sensor[16], The sensitivity (S) is calculated from

200
300
Time (sec)

0.08

Gas sensor can be classified into three categories
(a)

gas off

10

donor concentrations, and charge carrier depletion

recorded resistance was a function of time, It was

saturatio

200 300 400
Time( Sec)

500

600

saturation
gas
off

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Time( Sec)

Figure.(4) (a, b)the sensitivity of CuO thin films on
(glass, Si) substrate for (𝐶𝑂2 )gas and (c, d)
showed the sensitivity of CuO thin films on (glass,
Si) substrate for(𝐶𝑂) gas.
We notes from fig.3 the high response time of CuO
thin films at 200nm on glass ,Si substrate for (CO2)
gas record (320sec)(230sec) respectively, for (CO)
(290sec)(490sec) respectively, and we observed
www.jmest.org
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that all CuO films demonstrate response time and
reach to saturation case, after discharge we note
recovery time but didn’t return to initial value
before interaction.
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